Erratum to: A. Laxmisan et al. Clinical Summarization Capabilities of Commercially-available and Internally-developed Electronic Health Records
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In the original article by A. Laxmisan et al. “Clinical Summarization Capabilities of Commercially-available and Internally-developed Electronic Health Records” (Appl Clin Inf 2012; 3: 80–93 doi:10.4338/ACI-2011-11-RA-0066) the funding acknowledgment need to be amend with the phrase: “and supported in part by the Houston VA HSR&D Center of Excellence (HFP90–020).” Full sentence need to be read as: This project was supported in part by Grant No. 10510592 for Patient-Centered Cognitive Support under the Strategic Health IT Advanced Research Projects Program (SHARP) from the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology and supported in part by the Houston VA HSR&D Center of Excellence (HFP90–020).